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UK Pakistan military ties have always been exemplary
immediate restructuring measures to make

London , 24.10.2023, 19:29 Time

USPA NEWS - UK Pakistan military ties have always been exemplary. Even today many Pakistani military officers are receiving
military training in Britain and British officers are attending training courses in Pakistan. However, it is also true that after BREXIT,
there is a lot of scope for further expansion of bilateral ties in the economic, political, social and diplomatic fields as both UK and
Pakistan are members of the Commonwealth. 

These views were expressed by Senator (retd) Lieutenant General Abdul Qayyum in an exclusive luncheon meeting in London with
former British Army Chief and ex Chief of Defence Staff ,Lord Field Marshal Guthrie who has also been the Commander-in-Chief of
Her Majesty the Queen's Household Cavalry at Buckingham Palace. 

The Field Marshal fully agreed with General Abdul Qayyum's assertions, and reiterated his resolve to continue his efforts to further
strengthen Pakistan-UK relations. While commenting on the prevalent global security environments General Abdul Qayyum further
added that currently there were four nuclear flash points in the world, which included Ukraine, Palestine, Kashmir and Taiwan.

These, the General felt , could push the world towards third global conflict which could bring unprecedented destruction for the
humanity. The General appealed to the international community for unity in-order to find a comprehensive everlasting solution to these
simmering long outstanding disputes and take immediate restructuring measures to make the United Nations more effective. Lord
Field Marshall Guthrie also expressed his disappointment over the deteriorating international peace situation and recommended
immediate measures for all outstanding conflicts’resolutions.
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